
Being a Blessing

Suggested reading:  2 Corinthians 9: 8-11

At a reunion of friends,  I heard many people say, “ I’ve been so blessed,” and “ I’m so blessed to have….”.
I realized that yes, they were blessed indeed in the worldly sense.   Their jobs were secure, beautiful homes and
cars, children married well, holidays abroad  and so on.  In our materially obsessed world, we are so used to
thinking of blessings as things that are given to us.

What does being blessed really mean?  That we got the job / promotion / award   that  we wanted?   Or that we
have the house / family / lifestyle we have?  Or that our children / spouses / parents  give us no problems?  If we
don’t have these things, but have instead illness,  a difficult marriage, wayward children or  an uncertain future,
does it mean that we are not blessed?

The Bible tells us that the most blessed person who ever lived was Jesus.  Not because he was given His
heart’s desires,  but because he clung to the promise that he was God’s  Son, who was much beloved and in
whom  God was well pleased, even before he began his work.  This assurance was given to Jesus before he
began His ministry of healing and teaching.  It was this deeply held faith and affirmation that allowed Jesus to
be a blessing to the blind man at the pool side,  to the woman at the well, to 5000 hungry people who came to
listen to him, and to many more who came his way.  Being a blessing to others was Jesus’ lifestyle – no matter
how tired he was, his hands and heart reached out to those who needed him. He could spot the needy person
in the crowd and be the blessing that person needed him to be.  What did Jesus get out of ‘being the blessing’?
Nothing but joy that that he was doing God’s will!

To go from thinking of ourselves as ‘being blessed’, to ‘being the blessing’  is a big shift in our values and way
of life.  To  move from being  selfish and  insular,  to being completely unselfish and looking out for those who
need something from us is a conscious change  in thought and behavior.  But before we can do this, we too,
like Jesus,  need to hear God’s  voice and feel His love deep in our heart  before we can venture out to be a
blessing.  We need that loving security  and assurance that we don’t need anything more than this for
ourselves.

How do we  hear God’s voice and feel this affirmation?  By spending time in prayer,  quietness and stillness.
Hearing and feeling this affirmation daily  will help us to not listen to the selfish  material world.  It will help us
to truly be a blessing for someone every day.

Think about this!
If you were to hear this affirmation and make this conscious choice to be a blessing to someone else, how do
you think your life will change?

Think about this!
Why should we be a blessing to  others in today’s world when relationships are so casual and fraught with
tension?
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